Abstract. This paper presents a system capable of recognizing six head gestures: nodding, shaking, turning right, turning left, looking up, and looking down. The main difference of our system compared to other methods is that the Hidden Markov Models presented in this paper, are fully connected and consider all possible states in any given order, providing the following advantages to the system: (1) allows unconstrained movement of the head and (2) it can be easily integrated into a wearable device (e.g. glasses, neck-hung devices), in which case it can robustly recognize gestures in the presence of ego-motion. Experimental results show that this approach outperforms common methods that use restricted HMMs for each gesture.
Introduction
During the last decades, several researchers and companies have developed assistive technology systems to support visually impaired people in tasks such as navigation, orientation, object recognition, and reading printed material [1] . However, few efforts have been devoted in systems to enhance their social interaction [2] . The issue is that during social interactions, a large part of the communication is non-verbal [3] and is given mostly in the form of visual cues such as head and body gestures. Moreover, most sighted people are not aware of the non-verbal signals that they commonly use and make no adjustment when interacting with visually impaired people [2] . In turn, this leaves visually impaired people in disadvantage, promoting in some cases social isolation [4] .
Some of the requirements of social interaction devices, in the opinion of Krishna et al. [2] , include the identification of the following: (1)number of participants, (2)gaze direction, (3)people's identity, (4)people's appearance (face, clothes), (5)facial expressions, and (6)hand and body gestures. Besides these, in our research, we have identified the need of inferring the degree of attention that the interlocutor is paying to the speaker during social interactions. This need arises, for instance, when a visually impaired person is engaged in a dyadic interaction (one-to-one) and the interlocutor decides to walk away inadvertently.
In this paper, we develop a highly effective method to recognize head gestures, such as shakes and nods, as they represent an important part of the non-verbal communicative process and, together with the non-verbal backchannels, could signal agreement, disagreement, or the intention for turn-taking [5] . The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we survey previous work on the visual detection of head gestures. Then, in Section 3, we describe our methodology, based largely on the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMM). In section 4, we report experimental results on two datasets. Finally, we conclude and suggest future lines of work.
Related Work
In this section we survey previous work on head gesture recognition, highlighting the strengths and weakness for assistive technology applications. According to our review, most head gesture recognition methods divide the process in two steps: motion estimation and temporal sequence analysis.
For motion estimation, several authors have performed head gesture recognition based on eye tracking [6] [7] [8] [9] . For instance, Choi & Rhee [6] and Kang et al. [7] segmented the eyes by thresholding, and making use of the head's geometrical characteristics; Kapoor et al. [8] used an infrared sensitive camera and infrared LEDs to track pupils; and Tan & Rong [9] used the cascade classifier from [10] to detect and track the eyes. Nevertheless, a disadvantage of using the eyes as features for motion estimation, is the inability to detect and track faces with sunglasses (commonly worn by visually impaired people). Gunes & Pantic [11] and Fujie et al. [12] estimated head motion using optical flow. More precisely, the head region was extracted by skin color segmentation. This approach works well in controlled environments. Yet, methods based on color are sensitive to changes in illumination and therefore, are not suitable for outdoors. In [11] , the head region is detected using the cascade classifier from [10] . However, using [10] for tracking is computationally expensive for an embedded device and the face angles are confined to a limited range. Wei et al. [13] used the Kinect sensor to detect and track the head pose (yaw, pitch, roll). Although this sensor is low cost and provides great capabilities, its use is limited to indoors or dark environments and is not suitable for a wearable device. To overcome these limitations, we use a robust method for motion estimation based on SIFT features [14] , capable of detecting and tracking the face even with sunglasses with various illuminations.
The second step of head gesture recognition is temporal sequence analysis. A common approach for this is to use HMMs to recognize each gesture. In fact, all the systems described before make use of two or three HMMs with different states [6] [7] [8] [9] [11] [12] [13] , e.g., up/down for nodding and left/right for shaking. This approach works well if the system is in a fixed position (i.e., third-party perspective), and is commonly use in applications such as robotics and Human Computer Interaction (HCI), where the system should be able to infer the proper gestures and react accordingly. However, if the system is moving, for instance implemented in a wearable assistive device, it should be able to robustly identify the head gestures, despite the ego-motion noise. To account for this, we propose a more flexible approach using identical ergodic HMMs that include all the movements.
Methodology
In this section, we describe the process to compute the head pose, and infer nod and shake movements. 
Head Pose Estimation
Head pose estimation refers to compute the orientation of a person's head with respect to a camera [16] . If we consider the human head as a rigid object, the pose estimation is limited to three degrees of freedom characterized by yaw, pitch, and roll as shown in Fig. 1 
(a).
To estimate the head pose, we detect facial landmarks using the Supervised Descent Method (SDM) proposed in [17] and freely available online 1 . SDM is used for solving the Non-linear Least Squares (NLS) problem of face alignment. Given a set of n training images d i ∈ m×1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, of m pixels with p landmarks. The system uses SIFT [14] features h(d(x)) ∈ 128×1 extracted from patches around the landmarks (shown in Fig. 1(b) ) to learn a series of descent directions and re-scaling factors such that it produces a sequence of updates in order to converge from the initial estimate (x 0 ) to the ground truth landmarks (x * ). With this approach, face alignment consists of minimizing the function over Δx
(1)
Once the face is aligned, i.e., the landmarks converge to the final position, the head pose estimation is obtained following the approach described in [18] , where 2D image points and 3D model points are matched, using the POSIT (Pose from Orthography and Scaling with Iterations) method [15] . The 3D anthopometric model ( Fig. 1(c) ) that we used is presented in [18] and it is available online 2 .
Head Nodding and Shaking Detection Using Two HMMs
Once estimated the head pose, the next step is to recognize head gestures such as nodding and shaking. For this purpose, we started developing two HMMs shown in Fig. 2 . One is used to recognize nodding, and the other to recognize shaking. 
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). A Hidden Markov
Model is a double embedded stochastic process: An underlying stochastic process that is not observable, and a set of stochastic processes that produce the sequence of observations [19] . Each HMM is defined by states, states transition probabilities, observation probabilities, and initial probabilities as follows: For example, let's consider N = 3, and S 1 is stable, S 2 is up, and S 3 is down. Therefore, a 11 is the probability of transitioning from stable to stable. Similarly, a 12 is the probability of transitioning from stable to up, and so on. 4. The observation probability matrix B = {b j (k)}, where b j (k) is the probability that the symbol v k is emitted in the state S j . 5. The initial state distribution π = {π i }, where π i is the probability that the model starts at state S i . In our system we choose S 1 (stable) as the initial state.
In practice, the state transition matrix A and the observation probability matrix B are learned during training.
Training. For training and test we collected a database of 10 videos from different people, taken from a static webcam and 10 videos taken with the Pivothead 3 wearable glasses. All the videos contain annotated groundtruth and can be downloaded from the web 4 . Each gesture in the video is translated into a sequence or time series of 20 digits long containing the changes in yaw and pitch in consecutive frames. Fig. 3 shows typical nodding and shaking sequences from the database. From these graphs, we can see that a nodding gesture exhibits larger changes in pitch than in yaw. Conversely, a shaking gesture exhibits larger changes in yaw than in pitch. With these clearly distinctions, it is easy to extract simple movements from the time series. As mentioned before, we defined five observation movements: stable, upward, downward, leftward, and rightward. Each move is represented by a number (from 1 to 5), and for each training time series, we extracted a sequence of these movements from the yaw and pitch changes using the following procedure: Let Δx represent the change in yaw in two consecutive frames. Likewise, Δy represents the change in pitch in two consecutive frames. If |Δy| |Δx| then the symbol is up or down (i.e., 2 or 3), now we look at the sign, if Δy is positive, the extracted symbol is 2 (up), but, if it is negative, the symbol is 3 (down). On the contrary, If |Δx| |Δy| then the symbol is left or right (i.e., 4 or 5) and a similar procedure is followed for extracting the final symbol. If none of these conditions are true, the symbol is 1 (stable). After this procedure, we are left with a sequence of 20 digits. For example, the sequence (1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  3 3 1 1 1 1 1) stands for an stable phase followed by upward then stable followed by downward, and the ground truth indicates that this sequence is a nod gesture. The set of all these sequences with their corresponding ground truth constitutes the training data for the HMMs. To select the optimal value for discriminating between vertical and horizontal movements (the threshold), we tested the algorithm with different discriminator thresholds and picked the one with the highest F-score.
The goal of the training phase is to estimate the state transition matrix (A) and the observation probability matrix (B). Using these sequences, we trained two HMMs using the Baum-Welch algorithm: one for nodding and one for shaking. However, the multiple repetitions of the state S 1 (stable) produce a very high probability of transition from stable to stable (≈ 0.74 for nodding and 0.76 for shaking). These high probabilities affect the recognition, because movements containing multiple stable states (even a static head) can be regarded as nods or shakes with high probabilities. To address this problem, we removed the repetitions of the stable observations from the training and testing sequences. Now, instead of having sequences such as (1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 1) for nodding, we are left with sequences like (1 2 2 1 3 3 1) . This change improved the recognition stage because now each sequence is shorter and the recognition values are not affected by long chains of stable symbols. The repetitions of the other observations are necessary for recognition, because a single observation indicates a fast movement and repetitions of the same observation indicate a slow movement.
Recognition. Given an observation sequence extracted from video, the goal of recognition is to determine which one of the two HMMs is more likely to have generated the sequence. In our case, we used the Baum-Welch algorithm to obtain the probabilities of the observation sequence given each model. To determine the gesture, we selected the model with the highest probability. However, due to the stochastic nature of the algorithm, other movements also return probabilities (although very small). To account for this, we use a threshold value, to discard other gestures. This threshold value is obtained as the minimum probability of all the training sequences given both models (i.e., the lowest recognition result for all training samples).
However, one problem arises with this configuration. Due to the state separation, left and right states are not defined in the nod HMM. Therefore, if a nodding gesture contains an unexpected leftward or rightward movement, the recognition fails because there is no probability that the observation sequence belongs to the nodding model. A similar case happens with the recognition of the shaking gesture (up and down states are not defined in the shake HMM), the system fails to recognize a shake if the observation sequence contains an upward or downward movement.
Head Nodding and Head Shaking Recognition Using Two Complete HMMs
In a second configuration, we created two HMMs including all the possible states for nodding and shaking, like the one shown in Fig. 4 . Using these HMMs, it exists a probability (although very low) that during a nodding, a left or right movement might occur. In other words, a nodding sequence can contain leftward or rightward observations. Similarly, a shake sequence can contain upward or downward observations. With this new configuration, the recognition rate increased considerably. Even though the recognition rate improved, we noticed false positives during live video testing. The false positives appeared when the person being tracked performed a simple movement such as turning right, turning left, looking up or looking down. The observation sequences from these simple movements have high probabilities given the models, e.g., turning right is highly recognized as a shake; sometimes even higher than a shaking gesture. Thus, making the threshold value useless for these situations.
Head Gestures Recognition Using Six Complete HMMs
In a third configuration, we created six complete HMMs like the ones from the previous approach (Fig. 4) . To train these HMMs, we collected another set of 20 videos with left and right movements. The HMMs are trained to recognize each of the following gestures: nodding, shaking, turning left, turning right, looking up, and looking down.
With this configuration, the nodding and shaking recognition-rate improved considerably in live video, because now simple movements are recognized by their own model, minimizing the false positives. Another benefit of this added functionality is that now, we can infer additional information. For instance, we can analyze how much time the interlocutors are looking elsewhere.
Experimental Results
We collected a dataset of videos taken from two sources: a static camera and a wearable camera. The static camera dataset consists of 30 videos (from 10 different users) with annotated ground truth, in which half of the videos the participants are wearing sunglasses. In total, this set contains around 100 samples of each gesture: nodding, shaking, turning left, turning right, looking up, and looking down. These videos were created with two software applications: the first application displays 20 Yes/No questions. The user answers each question clicking a Yes button or a No button, and then the user must perform the movement (a nodding for Yes or a shaking for No). The application records the video and tracks the face for 20 frames (approx. one second) saving in a file the changes in yaw and pitch. The answers given by the user (by clicking the button) serve as ground truth for training and test. The second application requests the user to perform simple movements (turning left, turning right, looking up, and looking down), this application also records the video and tracks the head saving the yaw and pitch changes along with the ground truth (the requested movement). The wearable camera dataset consists of 10 recordings of approximately 3 minutes each, with annotated ground truth (6 gestures). These videos contain moderate ego-motion which affect the tracking.
A random 70% of the data were selected for training and the rest for test. Fig. 5 shows the head nod and shake recognition results for all the 10 videos. The ROC curves display the recognition performance of the last two HMMs configurations when varying the discriminator threshold. Table 1 shows the area under each curve representing the recognition rate for each configuration. We can see from this table that the 6-HMMs configuration performs slightly better on the static camera videos, but performs much better on the wearable camera videos. A video of the system is available from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThvG2VOyJtE&feature=youtu.be. The main difference with other methods is that our HMMs consider all possible states in any given order. The selection of this approach provides great flexibility because a head nod that normally contains up and down movements, now, can also contain left and right movements as well. This is an advance over previous methods as it permits unconstrained movements of the head, while presenting robustness on video taken with wearable cameras (e.g., glasses or neckhung devices). In this case, our approach can deal with the noise introduced by ego-motion.
In future work, we will combine this method with other social interaction cues such as gaze direction and face expressions in a wearable device that will provide the user with cues indicating the level of attention or behavior of the interlocutors during social interactions. Such assistive technology could be used for instance by visually-impaired people in order to strengthen their presence and role during social meetings.
